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. ::;!tudy in Inforrra ti::mal and V::lcati::mal Mathematics 
Informa ti::lnal 
In making this study I am taking as a 
standard an ordinary eight ro::lm house, thirty 
feet long, twe nty-four feet wide, and twenty 
feet in height , that is, to the eaves. The 
house has a two-pitch roof, and therefore two 
gab le ends, eight feet high. (p. 51) 
Occasionally a building has irregular 
lines. In most cases of this kind, a fixed 
set of rules for rneasurin~ or painting would 
be confusing and unneces sary deta il. In 
general, the same is true regarding porches , 
bay windows, fancy trimmings, etc. 
For the purpose of this study it is 
assumed that this is a new house l'l nd the 
estimates made are for the C8St of painting 
the first time • 
• 
2. 
Cost of Painting, Original 
Three coats of paint should always be applied 
to a surface which has never been painted. The 
first coat is called the priming coat and is 
thinner than the two following,coats. It is good 
business to put on the third coat because it costs 
only a third more and will last twice as long. 
There are two big items of expense in connection 
with any painting job; the first is mater·ial, and 
the second is labor. Of these two items, the cost 
Df labor is by far the greater. However. the kind 
of material used enters very materially into the 
~r oss expense when the lasting qualities of the 
job are taken into consideration. Although 
authorities differ somewhat in regard to what 
constitutes "the best paint", yet for general 
purposes all painting material may be divided 
into three classes: first, best materials; second. 
medium grade; and third, poorest grade materi.als • 
• 
• 
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Best Materials 
Nearly every one thinks of lead and oil when-
ever the subject of pa intin~ is mentioned. In fact, 
this has been the standard for years, and it iR hard 
to find anythinp; better providinp: good ~;z:rades of lead 
and oil are used. Zinc Oxide is regarded by some a R 
superior to white lead as a pip:ment. 1 But when used 
alone. pure zinc oxide forms a very brittle surface 
on the wood. and because of this it easily"chalks 11 or 
flakes off. Possibly it would be proper to mention 
here that white lead when used alone. is rAgarded 
as beinp: too soft by some authorities. At the same 
t i me men who have had the larp:est experience in 
puttinp: on paint know that is not pra ctically true. 
Positively the best oil to use for outside wood-
work is raw linseed oil. To t h i s sh ould be added as 
much dryer as pece~~iry. Linseed oil is a lso prepared 
by boilinp: , and it may be used satisfa ctorily on 
outside woodwork without dryer • 
1. New Jersey Zinc Co. (40-40-20) 
• 
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"Boiled linseed oil is particularly desirable for 
pa int t~ . be used on metal . plaster. concrete, and 
stucco".l It is well to bear in mind that when 
speakinP:. of boiled linseed oil that the ~enuine 
oil is meant. There are oils on the ma rket sold 
for boiled linseed oil which in reality are raw 
oils with dryer added. The dan~er i s that a cheap 
grade of dryer may have been used and possibly too 
much was added. 
There is no reason why white lead should not 
be practically pure. It is usually prepared by 
the 11Pa.rkes" 2 process which consists briefly of 
skimminp; the lead at low tempergture which removes 
the copper and other impurities which have hip:her 
solidifying points. The lead is then drawn off 
into reverberatin~ furnace s and t he tempera ture 
raised very hip;h. While the lead is stirred the 
arsenic and certain other impurities are oxidized. 
~hese i mpurt"ties are skimmed off as dross • 
1. Ha1~book of Painting 
2. Painter's Magazine--Nov. 1926 
• 
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At this point the lead may contain silver, 
gold, zinc. and even traces of copper. To remove 
these the lead is now poured into desilvering 
' kettles where metallic zinc is added in minute 
quantities. The zinc unites with everythingbut 
the lead and rises to thA top, and thA temperature 
being lowered, solidifies and is removed. The 
remainin~ zinc is oxidized by placing the purified 
lead in a Nverberatory furnace a.nd is skimmed off. 
Lead thus purified is one of the purest metals 
in the industries. .Less than .06 of one per cent is 
the demand for use in white lead. To be exact, what 
is known in the trides as "ordinary corrodin~" lead 
is not less than 99.9424 per cent pure. ~ite lead 
with impurities such as copper is objectionable as 
a pigment. It will be readily seen, however, that 
there is no exc~'- ~e f'or anythinp; but pure white lead. 
Zinc Oxide is the finest of the paint pi~ments 
in general use. It is so fine that the highest 
• 
• 
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power microscope must be ~sed in order to see the 
outline of the individual pieces. This makes it a 
desirable pigment because the finer t he particles t he 
thinner the coating t hat can be applied. and 
consequently t he more surface can be covered by a 
unit quantity of material. Althou~h t here ar e two 
methods of preparin~ zinc oxide, the principle is 
es sentially the same which consitss of the oxida.tion 
of vapor ized meta llic zinc which insures a pure product. 
"Not only is zinc oxide bein~ used now in largely 
increasin~ quantities from year to year, but it ha s been 
.so used for nearly two hundred year s ." 1 
It may be of interest to quote fro m an En~lish 
paper on pa i nt pi~ments presented before a meetinp; 
2 
of chemists and scientist s . In the data presented 
the author p;ave his determination of the hidin~ power 
of various pip;ments. The fip;ures in the follo winP: 
chart tell their own story: 
1. Painter s Maga zine--Nov. 1926 
2. 11 Zinc as a PiJ:!:ment 
New Jersey Zinc Sales Co. 
• 
•• 
HIDING POWER OF PIGMENTS 
Pigments 
Tested 
c. c. of I 
Vehicle 
per p;ram of I 
I 
Pip;ment 
at I 
1 Painting 
• Consistency • 
I · 
I 
Neight 
of 
Pip;ment 
(~rams) 
required 
to 
hide 
---.-------------~ 
Lithopone (1) 0.61 2.00 
I 
Lith8pone (2) 
Zinc Oxide 
White Lead 
0.55 
1.07 
0.42 
2.28 
2.56 
3.88 
•Relative 
I Hi d i ng 
Power 
I of 
' 
equal 
masses 
I 100,0 
87,8 
78.1 
51.6 
• 
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From this table it is clearly evident thF.J.t 
zinc oxide is a better pip:ment: as far as hidin~ 
power is concerned , but for reasons previously 
mentioned it is not desitable except when mixed 
in small amounts with some other kind of pi~ment. 
Some painters put in small amounts--possibly one 
pound of zinc with twenty pounds of leadT-t0 make 
a firmer film. 
Lithopone is a recent addition to the pip:ment 
1 family. In reality it is a combination of several 
in~redients~ It usually cnntains from twenty-seven 
per cent to thirty per . cent as zinc sulphide. 11Li tho-
pone is made by pourin~ to~ether very pure solutions 
of Barium Sulphide ann Zinc Sulphate. The Lithopone 
fo11ms immediately in this mixture of liquids as a 
combination of Zinc Sulphide Barium Sulphate. This 
wh ite slime is then separated from the liquid, 
washed. burned. washed a~ain, wet P:round , dried, 
.. and dry ground before packing. It is a dense white 
pip:ment, a.nd, if properly made, shows no reaction 
1. 11 Zinc a s a Paint Pip:ment" 
New Jersey Zinc Sales Co. 
• 
-when exposed to sulphur or sulphur p:aees." 1 
Lithopone has several advanta~es in that it 
is very white and almost as fine as zinc oxide. 
It is practically unaffected bv li&Z:ht and moisture 
reactions. While this is properly classed with the 
zinc p1~ment , it is nevertheless a meduim ~rade 
production. This will be mentioned a~ain under 
medium ~rade materials. 
Turpentine has been the standard thinner f0r 
pa ints for yea rs. It is indispensable to the painter. 
It is a pr~duct of the southern pine produced by 
-a _- d i stillati~n process. There are two kinds of 
turpentine. the so-called ~urn s oirits of turpentine 
and steam distilled wood turpentine. Both kinds are 
now considered to be uniform in properties and are 
held to the same specification (U. ~s; Govt. -Master 
Specification for Turpentine--No. 7b).' 
"Gum Spirits of Turpentine c::msists almost 
entirely of a sin~le chemical; namely, Alpha Pinene, 
1. Zinc a.s a Pa int Pip;ment. 
• 
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about 95%. The remaining 5% is c~mposed of hi~her 
b ~ ilin~ Terpene Hydrocarbons. Steam Distilled 
Wood Turpentine contains, in addition t6 Alpha 
Pinene, Dipentene. Dipentene is very closely 
allied to Pinene, but has been found to have hi~her 
solvent power for most of the g ums or resins used 
in varnish manufacture and li l~ewise :aave been found 
to produce a more stable dispersion of the pigments 
used in paint and enamel manufacture. It also has a 
higher oxygen absorbing power than Pinene and should 
ul tend t~ increa se the oxidation of drying oils. 
11 In the distillation of the crude turpentine 
obtained from stea~in~ the pine wood chips it is 
possible, throu .~h fractional distillation, to produce 
a turpentine which is composed almost entirely of 
2 Pinene and Dipentene." Turpentine readily oxidizes 
when stored with access to the air and becomes thicker 
and more viscous. In this oxidized condition the 
~~sidue on eva pora tion is considerably increased . 
1. C. F. Kinney, Mgr.--Technical Service 
Hercules Powder Co. 
2. " tl II II 
•• 
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"Spirits of turpentine i s believed to owe its 
s uperiority as a paint thinner t o its property of 
absorbing oxy~en from the a ir, the dryin~ of paint 
bein~ due to the absorption of oxygen from the a ir 
by the linseed or other dr·yinp:. oil, formi ng a hard 
insoluble film of linoxyn. It i s s a i d tha t turpen-
tine a cts as an oxygen carrier, transferrin~ oxygen 
f~om the a ir to the linseed oil, a nd fi nally adding 
to the paint film the nonvol a tile residue left after 
evaporation, which also acts like a drying oil."1 
There are other thinner s on the ma rket, but they 
are hardly worth mentioning because of their inferior-
i ty. Unpri ncipled painters have been known to use 
even ~a. soline a s a t h i nner • 
. ·' 
The cost of pa i nting a h ouse with the best grade 
of ma ter i a l would be about $4.25 ~ per ~allon f or white 
2 
paint. The co l ored paints a re usually 25 cents a 
~allen cheaper with the e xception of ~reen which i s a 
'l-ittle more t han white paint. This i s the reta il price 
1. a. "Turpentine" u. S. Govt. Bulletin #898 
b. "Vola tile Thinners 11 by Pickard 
American Pa int Journa l Co.--St. Louis 
2. April- - 1927 
• 
• 
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pf ready-mixed paint. If one mixed the paint himself, 
that is bou&:Z;ht the lead, turpentine, oil, dryer, and 
possibly a small amount of zinc. t he cost per ~allon 
would be less. The savin~ would ' a n~e between twenty-
five cents and seventy-five cents per ~allon. Of course, 
the time consumed. in mixing_ the pa int is not reckoned 
in this estimate. 
!!labor 
The cost of a first class painte r varies slip:_htly 
in various sta.tes and in different cities in ea ch state. 
It is safe to assume that in order to ~et first class 
service, one would have to pay at least one dollar per 
hour. In s ome cities painters ~et the same wa~es that 
are exacted by carpenters or other skilled workme n~ . 
In havin~ a house painted the job is usually let 
out by contract rather than by the h our. There ~re 
severa.l reasons for this. In the first place a mRn 
knows just what the job will cost him while he as<:umes 
no responsibilities. Another reason is that it 
• 
• 
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.usually costs less by the contract than by hiring 
by the hour. 
Another item of expense is brushes. On a 
two-color job, at least three brushes are needed; 
one wide brush, about three and a half inches which 
is used for puttin~ on the main color; a smaller brush, 
about two inches, is used for the trimmin~s; a third 
brush called the sash brush is URed for the windows. 
Brushes wear out quite rapidly. in fact. on .larRe 
houses it usually requires a new set of brushes for 
every job. The prices vary from thirty-five centR, 
the price of a sash brush, to $2.50 for a ~ood grade 
three and a half inch brush. 
Medium Grade Material 
The cost of a paintin~ job whert=l medium ~rade 
material is used is approximately one fourth less in 
cost than a first class job. .A Rood medium ~rade 
1 paint can be bought for about $3.25 a gallon. This 
1 • .April--1927 
• 
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· would consi~t of lead, oil. and a small amount of 
turpentine or dryer. This kind of paint is the kind 
that is used in the majority of cases. A recent 
addition to the list of prepared paints is known 
1 
as 40-40-20. It '·· is prera red by the New Jersey 
Zinc Company. The formula is as follows: 
"XX11 Zinc Oxide ..••.•.•.•..•.•• ;.40% 
11Albalith" (Lithopone) •••••.••..• 40% 
Silica ... . ...................... . 10% 
Magnesium Silicate ••...••••..•... lO% 
100% 
II 
_The pi~ment mixture is desi~ned to produce a 
hi~h ~rade exterior white paint when combined with 
the right proportions of pure linseed oil. turpentine 
and dryer. Careful and elaborate· tests show that it 
is a superior paint in color. clearness of tint, 
bri~htness, and permanence of color a.nd tint. It 
chalks ~radO~lly and leaves an excellent surface 
for repaintin~. 112 
1. "40-40-20" New Jersey Zinc Co. 
It II t1 II ' II II 2. 
• 
• 
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This paint is growing rapidly in popula rity 
a t the present time. It w~ s designed primarily to 
compete with white lead. and it seems to be a f a ir 
rival. Referrin~ to the formula, it may be said of 
Silica and M~~nesium Silicate that their ~alue is 
nil except to fill t he paint can. The. value of this 
pa int lies chiefly in the zinc wh ich it conta i ns. 
In regard to medium gr a de labor there may be a 
saving in the fi r st cost, but it is a question 
whether there ts a saving in the long run, that is. 
how well the ~a i~t endure s a s far as proper applica -
tion is ccmcerned. · By med ium grade painters we must 
cons ider t h e l a r ge cla ss kn own as journey men painters. 
Alth ough the y do g ood work and mi~ht even belong to 
a Union in some instances, yet they are not master 
painters. One mi~t possibly save as much as 
t wenty cents an hour a t t he most by employing this 
class of pa inters. This mi ght vary in different 
parts of the country • 
.. 
• 
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There would not be a very large saving by 
getting medium ~rade brushes for a painting job of 
any size. Po:::>rer bristles are used in a medium p:rade 
brush. and they are usually Shorter in length. In 
general. medium grade brushes may be purchased at 
about 25% lower than first g;r-ade brushes. 
Po :::> rest Grade Materials 
-------------------
When we speak ~t poorest grade materials the 
way is immediately opened for a flood of 11 just as 
goods 11 and substitutes. There are so many imitations 
tha.t on l y a few samples may be nenti:::>ned. In reg:1 rd 
to vfuite lead there can be no i mitation. However, 
it is often adulterated with such material as 
whiting, silicates, barytes, chal 1{ , etc. This gives 
a "body 11 s o called t :) the paint and 11 oov~re well" 
temporarily. The la stin~ qualities of such an 
adulteration may easily be guessed. These chea pest 
~rade p8 ints may be bought at an avera~e price of 
17. 
. 1 
· two dollars per ~all em. 
In place of pure linseed oil , fish oil is some-
times used and various ~rades of mineral oils. Such 
oils usually produce a paint of very infer ior quality. 
A house painted with such material is apt to peal in 
a Eh ort time. The savinp: is uncertain. 
Turpentine substitutes may be procured at about 
ninety cents per ~al l on. This is at a saving of 
approximately sixteen per cent. Some of these 
substit utes are very satisfactCJry. 
The cheaper ~rade brushes may be procured at 
a savin~ of a ,p roxima tely sixty per cent of the cost 
of the f :l pst ~rade brush. However, every painter 
knows tha t wha t is saved in the initial outlay is 
more than offset by the loss in time in spreading 
the paint. Cheap brushes are characterized by 
poor, short bristles which ''are prone to come out 
easily to the annoyance · of the painter. Usable 
brushes may be obtained in the ten and t wenty-fiYe 
• 
• 
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cent stores. Needless .to say, no rea l painter ever 
uses one of these. 
Labor 
In the class of podrest ~rade painters the 
ma joritv are amateurs or those who paint from 
necessity or fancy. The sa~in~ on labor of this 
grade is difficult to estimate. Unquestionably 
the initial expense is very low, possibly seventv-
five per cent or more of what a first class painter 
would demand. Much pa int1np:: is done by this type of 
painter. Housewives contribute to this list by 
their in~enious and interestin~ devices to renovate. 
lt i s probably true t hat in the majority of instqnces 
the ordina ry jobs about the home. shop, or s hed 
may be creditably performed by this type of 
paintin~. - Of course there are no figures available, 
but it may be deduced that about one fourth of 
the prepar~d ~paint is used by representatives of 
this claAs • 
• 
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.Repa_inting 
There are two t heories re~ardin~ painting outside 
woodwor k. The first theory is that a h ouse shall be 
pa inted one coa t every two or three year s. There :is 
one advanta~e in this in that a house always loo ks 
fre sh, a.nd the wJodwork is thorou12:hly protected. The 
ar~ument a~ainst it is that it is more expensive while 
those who advoca te its benefit claim that it is cheaper 
in the lon~ run. . A house well pa inted in the first 
place mi~ht ~o for three years if painted with either 
best . or medium-~rade materials. A house painted 
with the poorest ~rade material s would certainly need 
repaintin~ by the end of two years in order to 
thoroughly protect the wo od. 
The second theory is t he.t a house should be painted 
two coats when nece~~=~.q.ry to repalnt at all, approximately 
every five years. This i s the custom in ~eneral use. 
As a matter of fact, a hou se pR.inted well with two 
coats of paint will ~o some times as lon~ as ei~t 
• 
20 
or ten years without the wood takin~ serious injury. 
Of course t the cost for Uibmr .:.s more in put t in~:~: on 
two coats than putting on one, but not t wice as much, 
because in puttin~ on one coat, greater care mu st be 
exerted; and the paint is applied a little thicker. 
Co st 
The cost for puttin~ on one coat ~ f paint can 
be determined by the followin~ formula: 
lOO ~pounds pure white lead 
3i gallons pure raw linseed oil 
1 pint pure turpe~t tne 
1 pint pure drier 
This wo uld make about six and a half ~allons of 
paint and should C8 ver four thousa nd sau&,re feet 
one coat. This woul d be enou~h to paint the house 
described on pa~e 51 of this thesis. In fact, t h ere 
would probably be some paint left over. Th is formula 
is ror medium-~rade material. The only way it could 
~e improved would be by addin~ zinc thereby increasing 
• 
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. . the cost relatively more t han- the ·va lue. The cost 
of putting on the medium-~rade materials is 
determined as follows: 
lO(L pounds white lead------------il3. 25 
3! ~allons pure raw linseed oil--- 3.95 
1 pint pure turpentine------------ ·• 09 
1 pint pure drier----------------- .07 
~ 17.3b 
6.5 ~allons~ $17.36 = $2;67 per ~allon. 
The cost of labor for puttin~ this paint on 
would be approximately forty dollars. Of course, 
these figures, -especially the labor, a.re subject to 
many modifications. The cost for first class painters 
would not be much more than this--hardly worth mention-
in~. The poorest class of painters is subject to 
such a tremendous fluctuation that the cost of this 
~rade of labor cannot be approximated with a ny 
de~ree of accuracy. 
The cost of paintin~ - a house when two coats 
• 
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are applied is estimated by the foll owin~ tables: 
100 pounds white-lead 
2 p:allons pure t'urpentine 
1 pint pure drier 
This formula makes seven ~allons of paint which 
should cover about 4.200 square feet. one coat. This 
is for the first coat in r epaintiruz. outside wood. 
The followinP: forula is for the second coat: 
100 pounds white-lead 
4 gallons pure raw linseed oil 
1 pint pure turpentine 
1 pint pure drier 
This formula makes about seven ~allons of paint 
which should cover about 4. 200 square feet. one coa.t. 
These two formulas would make enou~h paint to cover 
two houses. nearly. of t he size mentioned on 51. 
The cost of puttin~ on these two coats of paint 
is estimated as before: 
23. 
100 pounds white-lead------------- ~13.25 
2 ~allons turpentine------------ 2.22 
2 ~allons linseed oil----------- 2.26 
1 pint drier-------------------- .13 
$17.86 
7 p:allons of paint @ $17 .8f.: -o$2.-5s ·: p§r. . gallon . 
Second Coat. 
100 pounds white-lead-------------813.25 
4 ~allons pure raw linseed oil-- 4.52 
1 pint pure turpentine--------- .09 
1 pint pure drier-------------- .07 
~ lf-~93 ·-
7 ~allonR ofpaint@ Si. l7.9):::: ~ 2.56 per .'2;allon• 
In paintinp: the house described 8n pap:e 51. two 
coats. about 7.2 p:a,llons of paint would be required. 
It would cost approximately sixty dollars for labor 
to apply this paint. 
Thest estimates are based on the current market 
' prices of April 1927. They may be used in compari~ 
• 
• 
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the approximate cost of a one and two coat job. 
No attempt has been made in this study to estimate 
the cost of repaintin~ the cheapest grade material. 
A~ estimated earlier in t h is pa per the cost of a 
poorest ~rade painting job could be safely fi~ured 
at fifty per cent of the cost of a medium ~rade job. 
This is estimated by comparison as no fi~ures are 
available in this cla ss. 
"Painti~ a house t hese days is a serious 
matter--particularly from the pocketbook point of 
view. It costA real money. The facts about paint 
must be learned or we find ourselves out seve r al 
hundred dollars with nothin~ to show for it but a 
temporary coatin~ on the house and a bad temper."1 
It would probably be well to mention in this 
study a cer·tain kind of pa int called "Barreled Sun-
li~ht." It is manufactured by t he U.S. Gutta Percha 
Paint Co., Providence, Rhode Island, and is ~rowin~ 
.rapidly in popularity as a white paint. The formula 
1. "When White is 'White" 
New J Grsey Zinc Co. 
• 
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-for makin~ this paint has not been published for 
the public. It is mentioned in this article mainly 
because of its popularity and the ~eneral assumption 
amon~ painters that it is not made accord in~ to the 
usual paint formulas • 
26. 
II. VOCATIONAL 
The paint ing industry has bec~me a large 
profession. It is estimated that there are twenty-
five th~usand master painters in the United State s 
and about one hundred th~usand journeyman pRinters.l 
Yet, very little has been d ~ne to provide for the training 
of painters. As a profession, pa intin~ offers to the 
master painter a salary comparing ~avorably with that 
earned by the a vera~e professional man. In the Painter's 
Magazine of February 1927, there is recorded a survey 
made by a vocAtional superintendent in a mid-western 
2 town. He found tha t th.e avera~e professi::>nal man 
in that city was earning between twenty-five hundred 
and three thousand dollars a year. A master pai nter 
could earn this amount in a year only under unusual 
conditions. Fainting is a seasonal occupation; yet. 
it ~ffers adequate financial inducements to the boy 
who w~ uld learn this trade. 3 
1. Estima tion by Editor of "Painter's Magazine" 
2. Harvey L. Freeland 
Supervis~r ~f Industrial Education in Nebraska 
3. ·u.S. Census 1920 shows 25.000 less jo urneJ-m"B.'~ 
painters than in 1910-.!!Painter' s Magazine.!!- F'e b .. 1927 
27. 
At present there seem t ~ be few schools where 
one may learn painting as a trade. The General Motors 
Company recently opened a school for auto painters . 
because of a scarcity of s ki lled painters and fini shers. 
These trained men will be used in their own plants, and 
t he training i s for a definite branch of the painting 
1 i ndustry. New York state is offerin~ twenty-five one-
tho usand dollar scholarships to men ~nd women of 
requisite trainin~ who wish to become teachers in 
2 trade schools. This opens the way for the training of 
skilled teachers for painting as well as other trades. 
Salaries in New York range from ei o:hteen hundred to 
t hirty-five hundred dollars a year. This places the 
trade's teacher on the same plane wi th the teachers of 
t he so-called ~iberal art s. 
Michigan has done much to develop voca tional 
training. but as far a s cAn be determined no provision 
for training painters has been made. The same is t rue 
of Calif~rnia and certain other states which are well 
1. Pa inte r 's Ma~a.zine--Nov., 1927. 
2. " " 
• 
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·developed in certain kinds of trade schools. 1 
Bulletins from the Department of Commerce, Washington, 
D. c., mention nothin~ regardin~ the trainin~ of 
boys who wish to become painters. It seems that 
there is no reason why an opportunity should not 
be ~iven for etudents to learn this trade as well 
as carpentry, mechanics, etc. The modern trend in 
education is to fit one for the practical duties 
around the home. It is just as essential to know 
how to paint a door as it is to nail on a shinp:le. 
The following quotation is typical of the 
paintinp: si t uation as. understood by the averap:e 
layman of to- 1ay: 
"PaintinP: is an art and there are many thin~s 
about the art of paintinP: which require study, 
observa tion, and constant practice. It always pays, 
there f ore , to hire an experienced painter if one is 
available. The s uperior knowled~e of the man who 
'knows how' is worth the little extra money it may 
1. Bulletins from Dept. of Public Instruction 
Lansing, Michigan. 
• ~oat to go without him. Do not. however~ allow 
yourself to be deprived of the adwmtap;es of made-
to-order Paint simply because a painter who knowA 
how to mix whi te-leR.d And linseed oil in:to pa·int 
is not within easy reach as is the CRSe sometimes 
in the smal!..er towns. 111 
· While there is much truth in the above para~raph, 
it does not follow that this condition must persist. 
The cloud of mysticism should be still further 
cleared away from the fields of knowledp;e. Already 
there are ei~ns of a new peycholoay in this field. 
The following quotation is si~nificantl 
it 
. Every .man should kno~ something about protective 
paint • . Sooner or later he will find hie knowledge 
useful. It may result in the savin~ o~ many a 
dollar. n2 
When such an attitude of mind is adonted, the 
way is opened for the establishment of schools where 
our future citizens may be better informed in 
1. Handbook of Painting 
2. 11Dixon'~ Silica-Graphite Paint" 
·, 
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. what to· us has been fop;. 
Learnin~ the Trade 
It hR.s been said that paint-makin~ was first 
an art, then a trick. but has now become a science. 
Paint has been used since the earliest recorded time, 
but it has taken modern science to brin~ it1 to its 
1 present state of' usefulness and beauty . 
First of sll 5 it is to be understood that a 
paint consists of two parts--the vehicle , which is 
an oil, and the pi~ment. Where the vehicle is a 
elow-drin~ oil, then what is known as a drier is 
2 a dded. The pi~ment, strictly speaking, refers to 
the color mRtter. The body of' paint refers to the 
consistency or thickness . This depends primarily 
upon the white-lead, andsecondarily upon the amount 
of oil used to dissolve it. Drier refers to a special 
· ' liquid, rich in oxy~en which caused the paint to form a 
film quickly. "Driers consist of combinations of metallic 
·salts. xuch as red lead, with linseed oil, resins, or 
1. "When White is White" 
New Jersey Zinc Co. 
2. ttDixon's Silica-Graphite Paint" 
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co. 
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.both. When these combinations, in which the oxygen 
is held rather feebly , are mixed with linseed oil, 
some of the oxygen is taken up by the oil, and in 
this manner the drying action is much hastened. 
When the salts are added to the oil, while 
maintained at a relatively high temperature for a 
length of time, a product called boiled linseed oil 
I 
is obaained~ in which the drying action is approximate-
ly the same, as if driers had been added cold to 
the raw oil . By either method, oil may be made to 
dry in as few a. s six or eight hours , where the raw 
oil alone requires as many days. 
It should be borne in mind~ however. thRt 
extreme r apid drying is invariably accompanied by a 
loss of permanency, and we would warn against those 
paints which are warranted to dry in ei~ht and twelve 
hours. Such rapid dryin~ should be resorted to , only 
in such special cases where it is understood that 
1 durability is to be sacrificed." 
1. 11 Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint 11 
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co. 
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The painter's tool is the brush. It is well to 
become acquainted with it. A good paint brush is 
usually made of imported bristles, genera.llj from 
China. The better brushes are made with the bristles 
set in hard rubber. This prevents them from coming 
out. A good paint brush is never made of' bristles 
of the same len~th and stiffness, for after the flag 
or split ends have worn off through use, the brush 
1 
would fail to spread the paint properly. As the 
brush wears down the flag ends of the shor ter bristles 
come into use and continue the eff icient life of 
the brush over a long period of time. In order to do 
a good job the paint must be well rubbed in, and this 
requires a good ~r~de of bristles. 
The following rules should be borne in mind 
relative to the care of brushes: 
1--Don't put a new brush in water. Water causes 
a new brush to become flabby amd may cause ~'fingering. 11 
2--Don't allow paint to work in the heel or close 
l."Bubristo Brand Brushes" 
Hanlon & Goodman Co., N.Y. 
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to the fe r rule. This ca uses flB r~ng of the 
bristles. 
3--Don't allow the brush to stand on the ends 
of the bristles. This ca uses the flag end of 
the bristles to curl or bend and the brush will 
not spread the material properly. 
4--Don't allow the pa int to harden in an old or 
new brush. Keep the bri stles pliable by clean-
ing out thoroughly in turpentine or benz i ne 
and ; then dip in linseed oil if the brush is to be 
laid away for a time. After dippin~ in linseed oil 
wrap evenly in paper. If the brush is used daily 
leave it in the mater ial b ein~ used or remove a s 
much of the materia l as possible, dip in linsee d 
oil and place flat on a board. 
5--Don't allow water to reach the handle as t he 
wood wi ll swell and burst the ferrule . 
6--Don't expect a g ood bristle brush to ·atand the 
burning effect of ne wly slacked lime or acids. If 
-34. 
in lime the brush should be thoroughly washed 
out daily to prevent the bristles from being 
destroyed. 
7--Don't condemn a new brush becau~e a few loose 
hatrs come out. Special machines are used to 
clean out the loose bristles. If the brush is 
twirled rapidly between the palms of the hands 
or beaten against the edge of a table all the 
objectionable loose bristles will be removed. 
8--There is no economy in cheap brushes. Get 
a good brush and keep it good, and it will 
repay the user by giving good results. 1 
1. 11 l3..ubristo Brand Brushes" 
Hanlon & Goodman Co., N. Y. 
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Usually the first time one tries to put on paint 
he thinks he is doinp: a. very good job , and considers it 
almost fun for a short time. It t a ke s an experienced 
eye a s well as hand to put on 11a.:i.n...t so that it looks 
~ven. It is this experience t hat determines the 
skill of the painter, as a rule. 
Besides having a well trained eye, it is equally 
essential that the wrist be trained to rub the paint 
in evenly and thoroughly. The pores of the wood must 
be filled, and it take s pressure and strengt h t o do it. 
There is a difference between simply "putting it on" 
and r ubbing it in properly. It can be readily seen 
tha t the man who claims he can puV..§n ·· enormous quanti-
ties of paint in a day may be able to do as he states, 
but anything quickly put on will often readily c ome off. 
Many j obbers, t hat is, amateur pai nters, who go i:nt o 
business simply for the money they can make, often make 
a pr ominent point of the amo unt of surface they can 
cover in a day. Of course, t his reduces the first cost, 
.. 
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.but in the lon~ run such a job usually proves 
unsatisfactory . 
Time to Paint 
Briefly , have your paintin~ done in warm, dry 
weather, and under conditions where thq1 paint will 
have time to set thoroughly before dirt or flies can 
1 p;et on it. 
Paint technolog ists have generally a~re ed that 
Sprinp; is not necessarily the best time to pa L1t. 
The comin~ of Sprin~ rains is uncertain and melted 
snow and ice a re apt to leave dirt and moisture on 
the sides of the house. 
Because of v?. riations in seasonal conditions it 
is very difficult to l8.y down rules as to eYa.ctly when 
to pa int. The weather i n mate Summer and early Fall is 
~enerally g ood. Late Spring, after the rainy sea son is 
over and before the dust and insects of Summer fill the 
a ir. is a lso a satisfactory time • . Never paint wh en t h e 
temperature is below 40 de~rees rFah:renheit. 
1. 11 When White is Wl:. ite" 
New Jersey Zinc Co. 
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· Wherever paint is to ·be applied, be sure the 
surface is clean. It must be free of dirt, dust and 
grease to insure the paint stayin~ on. Surface s 
previously painted should be wire-brushed. 8craped or 
burned off wherever the old paint is loose or sca ling. 
Dry~ pow dery surfaces should be sandpape~ed. The 
regular use of 40-40-20, properly applied, makes 
possible a great savinp; in this preliminary work. 
When it comes time to repaint, the surface is in good 
condition owing to very grad.ual surface chalk ing. l 
Do not p a int a wet surface. It is economy not to 
start too early in the morning. Let the dew. ~rost and 
dampness get out of the wood before y J u begin. Never 
paint in a heavy, wet, fop:,gy atmosphere or while the 
surface is still wet from rain. Puttinp; paint on under 
these conditions is almost certain to result in blister-
in~, scalin~, and peeling. 
Stir your paint thoroup;hly before using it. If it 
has to be thinned be sure it is well mixed before adding 
l."When White is Vfuite•• 
New Jersey Zinc Co. 
• 
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.the · thinner. The proper way to mix a new can of paint 
is to pour off ali the liquid vehicle on top immediately 
when the can is opened. Add a little of this liqui~ 
to the remainin~ paste and stir it thoroughly with an 
upward. circular motion. Continue this procedure until 
all the liquid is used .·up. 
Puttin~ on the Paint1 
"Brush out" the paint well. That is pcit it on 
thin with plenty of pressure. This ~ets the oil down 
into the wood and m·akes the paint stick on. Paint 
'· 
applied thick is apt to remain soft under the surfa ce 
causing premature checking • 
. Put three coat~ of paint on new wood. You cannot 
~et satisfactory results with less. The first coat 
(priming coa t) fills the pores of the wood. The second 
coat levels up any flat spo t s where the primer did 
not satisfy the "suction*' of the wood and gives hiding 
power to the job. The third coat finishes the job and 
gives you the brilliant white surface that looks well 
1. uWhen 'V'lhi te is White" 
New Jersey Zinc Co. 
• and lasts long. 
In repaintin~, the number of coats is dependent 
upon the condition of the old paint. Two coats is the 
general rule. One coat will do if the foundation coat 
is sound and in ~ood condition, and the color the same. 
The majority of paint troubles originate through 
some condition that interferes with the normal course 
of dryin~ of the paint while still wet. These abnormal 
conditions usually demand a reduction in the amount 
of oil and an increase in the amount of pure ~urpentine, 
and sometimes drier. The two chief abnormal conditions 
to be met are; first; l ow temperatures; and . aecond, 
resinous woods. 1 
Painting at Low Temperatures2 
Low temperatures durin~ or followin~ application 
slow the dryinp; and may cause trouble. Frosts are 
particularly disastrous and paintin~ should not be 
undertaken when the temperature is likely to produce · 
a frost. Paint that must stand a temperature below 
1 ... 40-40-20 11 
New Jersey Zinc Co. 
2. II II II II 
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55 degrees Fahrenheit before it is dry eh ould carry 
less oil and a larger percentage of pure gum turpentine 
and drier. Substitute turpentine should not be used. 
Resinous and Sappy Woods1 
Resinous woods slow down the clryin~ time of paint 
applied directly on them. Besides this, they re s ist 
the proper penetra tion of the paint. Resinous woods 
that are encountered in outdoor paintin~ and which 
require special care are : 
· Red, White, California, Oregon, and We. shin~ton 
Ceda r. 
Hard or fellow Pine. 
Dou~las Fir or Oregon Pine. 
Redwood. 
Cypress. 
Pitch Pine. 
In p;enera l, in primi ng these wo ods, to se cur e 
penet r a tion, more pure turp ent ine is required and 
less oil tha n suggested in the thinnin~ directions. 
1. 1140-40-20 11 
New Jersey Zinc Co. 
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~he use of one pint of solvent naphtha or toluol 
(exceptionally strong solvents for resins) to the 
gallon of primin~ paint, is recommeneed. This is 
especially true in priming cypress. The best 
procedure we know to insure against trouble arisin~ 
from resins is to allow the work to stand unpainted 
in order to ••air out 11 from two to four weeks. Any 
checks or cracks ~hat may ap~ear can readily be 
puttied after the primi~ coat has been put on. 
This treatment of 11airinp; out" applies equally 
well to sappy and unseasoned woods, and what has been 
said about priminp; resinous woods applies in p;eneral 
here. Althoup;h a wood may appear so dry th8.t it is 
spongy, it often carries injurious amounts of resin, 
. 1 
sap. or water. This is especially true of cedar. 
It is not always possible to control the kind 
of atmosphere which will sweep over ~ building. At 
any t ime some factory. sewer, or gas plant may fail to 
function properly and the paint be subjected to a bath 
-which will discolor it. The only remedy against 
1. ti40-40-2Q II 
New Jersey Zinc Co. 
-· 
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'discoloration is to use some paint with pi~ment 
other than white lead--zinc for instance. 
Learning to Estimateand Fip::ure. 
There are many factors which enter into the cos -t 
of · paintin~ a buildin~. In~ this study only the major 
items will be considered. 
paintin~ job thorou~hly. 
These points cover the average 
In other words. it makes 
much difference whether one plans to be a master painter 
or if he simply wishes to be ·able to do work around his 
own home. The majo~ factors will be cnnsidered under 
the four following sub-topics: 
1. Condition of Building 
Old woodwork usually requires much more paint 
than new; and ar::ain, wood that has not been 
painted for many years naturally requires much 
more paint than does wood t ha t has been painted 
comparatively recent. Certain kinds of wo 8d 
require more paint than others on the p~iming coat. 
• 
The painter may exer cise h is own discretion 
in using a larger or sma ller qua.nt"i ty of oil 
according to whether the wo~d is oil-absorbing, 
such as whit~ pine, poplar and basswood, or less 
permeable, such as :: yellow pine, cypres s , spruce 
and hemlock. The pa inter may find it advisable, 
in rare cases, to i ncrease the quantity of 
turpentine for extremely Rappy or resinous woods. 
Where this is done a correspondin~ decrease 
should be made in t he specified amount of 
linseed oil. 1 
Surfaces to be repainted must be considered 
as to condition. whether very dry or not, whether 
the surface is rou~ or smooth etc. Some wood 
is more porous than others and consequently 
absorbs more pa int. 
2. Materials 
Briefly considered, all one needs to paint 
with is a can of paint and a brush. If, however, 
1·. 11Handbo ok of Paintin~" 
National Lead Co. 
• 
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one is going to learn the trade , he must learn 
how tn mix paint. The steps to be t aken in 
1 
mixing white lead paint· are: 
1st. Take the proper amount of white-lead 
required by the directions which follow. 11 Break 
up 11 or soften it in a large pail with just enoup:h 
oil to bring it to a workable paste. Use a 
wooden paddle to stir. 
2nd. Add tinting colors, if the paint is to 
be tinted, mixing them thoroughly into the 
white-lead. 
3rd. Put in drier. Stir thoroughly. 
4th. Add the remainder of the oil reauired 
by the formula. Stir thorou~ly. 
5th. Put in the turpentine. 
Stir until the whole mass is thorou~hly mixed. 
Strain through wire or cloth screen. The paint 
is now ready to a,pply. The materials have 
already been mentioned.in an earlier part of' 
this treatise • 
1. 11"Handbook of Paint in~" 
National Lead Co. 
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~abor 
The cost of labor is dependent up~n t~o 
many variables to be expressed on a cost-unit 
basis. The cost of applyin~ different paints, 
of approximately equal spreading capacities, 
should be about the same for any given surface. 
If anything, the paint which is spread out the 
farthest requires the most labor. The labor cost 
of painting is extremely variable. It may be as low 
as fifty cents per thousnad square feet on flat Doofs, 
with cheap a nd inexperienced men--or it may go as high 
as three or four dollars on bridges and building~, 
where only skillful and aareful men are employed~ Much 
depends, too,upon the way the paint is brushed out. 1 
In learning to estimate and figure the cost of 
labor, or the time it would take to do a certa~n job, 
t here is only one safe guide, and that is experience. 
It ha s been approximated t hat a man c~uld aver&ge to 
spread one gallon of paint in eight h~urs b1lt while 
1. "D ix ~:)n' s Silica-Grauhi te Paint." 
Joseph Di Y ~n Crucible Co. 
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. this mip:ht be a safe principle for one man to follow, 
it mi ~ht mean disaster to another. Again, some 
painters fip:ure t hat a man can cover six or seven 
hundred square fe e t of surface a day, on an avera~e. 
Howeve r. these estimates are so unstable, and there 
are so many fRctore that enter into such calculations 
that hardly a man would venture to put his ideas in 
print. Experience is the only snlution of the l~bor 
problem. 
Losses 
The losses in the pa inti~ industry~ as far as 
house painting is concerned are due largely to wea ther 
conditions, carele ee help. and depreciation of 
apparatus. Once in a. ~reat while a paintin~ job has 
been known to peel or "chalk off 11 , which of course 
must be rectified. if only a short time has elapaed 
since painting. This would mean a real loss because 
it would mean doin~ the job over ap:ain, but as stated 
before. such a misfortune happens very rarely, probably 
• 
• 
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· never with a master painter. The los ses due to 
weather are usually caused by rains or frosts. Very 
seldom does the sun cauRe blisterin~. Sudden showers 
often wash off wet paint to the loss of the painter. 
In colder weather it sometimes happens that the paint 
freezes before dryin~ , and this may spoil the job. 
Losses due to depreciation are not very heavy 
as a rule. Brushes wear out quite rapidly, and of 
course are a loss when worn out. 
The amateur painter may make a mistake in putting 
on the second or thi:r·d coat too quickly. All ow 
plenty of. time between the coats for the paint to dry. 
Exterior work should be allowed to dry from t wo to four 
days before the next coat i s applied a nd interior work 
at least twenty-four hours. 
Another way in which therP may be a loss due to 
ine xperience is in getting oa int to the right c onsistenc~. 
Even ready mixed paints often need altering, usually 
thinner. Paint that is too thin will run . 
• 
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How Much Paint? Easy Method. 
For those who do not wish to ~o to the trouble 
involved in fi~urin~ out the measurements of a building 
in detail and who are content to know the approximate 
amount of paint needed~ the following method will 
1 
suffice. 
First measure the ~irth of house in feet and 
multiply by hei~ht in feet to eaves. I~ there is a 
~able. multiply width of gable in widest place by 
half the height o~ ~able in high:est plaoa ·:.A;dd the 
quantities and divide result by 600 (approximately 
the number of square feet one gallon of white-lead 
paint will cover.) 
This ~ivee the number o~ gallons of paint needed 
for the body of house. one . coat. 
Multiply the number of gallons thus found by the 
number of coats you wish to apply. The result is the 
total gallons of pgint you wiil need. 
If a house has only medium trim(window frames 
1. 11 The Handb ook on Paintinp:" 
National Lead Co. 
. _; . 
•• 4 inches wide or less, cornice about 9 inches exten-
sion, p orch posts rather slender), count 2/5 P:allon 
or 3 1/5 pints of paint for every 100 feet of trim. 
If trimming is of more massive style (say window 
frames six inches, heavy veranda pillars 30 inches 
ln ctrcumference). fi~ure 3/5 ~allon or 4 4/5 pints 
tc every 100 feet. 
For every ~allon of paint you will need t he 
followin~ quantities of ingredients: 
White-lead •••••••...•....• 14 pounds 
Pure r aw linseed oil .•.. ~ .1/2 p:allon 
Pure trupentine •.....••.•• l/7 pint 
Pure drier •............••• 1/7 pint 
How Much Paint? More Accurate Method 
The extra area to be painted and the quantity 
of paint needed can be ascertained by employinp: the 
detailed rules which follow. If approximate 
calculations will do. follow the quicker method of 
fip:urinp: described previously. 
• 
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To calculate the square 1 fe et in one end, 
multiply hei~ht from foundation to eaves by width. 
In dia~ram which follows: 20(height) X 24 
( width) p:ives 480 square feet. 
Multiply by 2 to ~et aumber of square feet in 
both ends ., or in this case. 480 X 2 p;ive s 960 square 
feet. 
To calcualte the square feet in one side. multiply 
heip;ht from foundation to ea.ves · by lenp;th. 
In diap:ram: 20(heiP:ht) .X 30 (length) ~ives 
600 square feet. 
Multiply by 2 to p;et numbe r of square feet in 
both sides. (in this case 600 X 2 ~ives 1200 square 
feet). 
To calculate th~ sauar e f e et in p;able. multiply 
one-half the hei~t of p;able by distance between eaves. 
In dia~ram on followinp: pa~e: 4 feet (1 12 of 8 
feet, height of p;able) X 24 feet (distance be t ween 
eaves) ~ives 96 square feet. 
L ' 
5l· 
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If t here is another ~able of the same shape 
and size~ multiply by 2 to ~et the number of square 
feet in both ~ables, ( in t h is case 96 X 2 ~ives 192 
square feet). 
When gables differ considerably in size they 
must be measured separately and the result s added 
together to ~et the number of square fe et in all the 
p:ables. 
Add square feet in ends. sides and gables and the 
sum is the number of square feet of surface to be 
painted. 
In dia~ram: 960 and 1200 P:ives 2352 
square ~eet to be pa inted. 
If roof is to be pa inted .• the paint will probably 
differ from that used on the body of the house and the 
measurements should therefore be kept separate. 
Multiply length by distanc-e from comb of roof to 
P:utter. 
In diagram: 31 (lenP:th) X 15t (distance from 
• 
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.comb of roof to ~utt e r) g ive s 480t square feet. 
Multiply by 2 to get the number of square 
feet in both sides of roof (in this case 480!- X'2 
~ives 961 square feet). 
The precedin~ directi ons can easily be 
followed where the building is re~ular in shape 
like a box. 
Occasiona.lly, however, a buildinp; has 
irregular lines. In most cases of this kind, to 
lay down a set of rules for measuring would be to 
inflict unnecessary and confusing detail. If there 
is a large wing, figure the win~ as if it were a 
separate building, but allow, of course, for painting 
only three sides . If the house is very irregular or 
confusing it would be advisable to follow the short 
cut method or '~easy method n which has been previously 
described. 
54. 
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III. Mathematics Needed. 
Just how much arithmetic should be taught to the 
boy who plans to become a painter depends upon what 
class of oa intin~ he wi shes to enter. Roughly speaking 
J. '. 
there are t hree classes of painters: 
!--Ama teur 
This includes trades-scho ~ l a.pnrentices, 
those learnin~ the trade by experience and 
the 11 lurich-hour 111 me:thod, also many who 
pass as first~class painters. 
IT--Jour neyman 
Trades-scho ols ar~ gradually defining this 
term as a painter who ia able t::> sub-
contract and do fir st class work apart 
from the bustness end. 
III--Master 
This includes t he majority of men practicing 
painting as a profession at the present time. 
However, they belong to this class rather 
by profes s ion than by abil ity. The trades-
1. Method by which all information was p P. ssed on until 
very recently. Called "lunch hour method" because 
it wa s at t he lunch period that t he tric ks and arts 
of the trade were discussed. 
• 
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school is establishing the master-painter 
as a professional business man, contractor 
of ability, and skilled in the art, mathema-
tics, and science of his profession. 
The boy wh o wishes to become a painter but who 
finds arithmetic difficult has noth ing to worry about 
from t hat standpoint; for he may become a first class 
painter, join the union if he ch ooses, and CJmmand a 
standard wage without the knowledge of ~ sinale 
fundamentRl prJcess. Of course he must be skillful in 
the aotual a.p:plication of paint to a surface wi th a 
brush, and it ~ou1a be convenient, at least, to be 
able to keep account of the time for checking. It 
is fairly certa in that anyone capable of applying 
paint satisfactorily could set down on a time 6ard 
the number of liours he worked each day without Bny 
trouble. 
Generally speaking, the ability of the pupil 
would determine his class in painting. Probably the 
• 
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- same arithmetic outline would serve for those who 
would become journeymen or master painters. Those 
who excelled would probably fall into the latter class 
as a rule. The BoRton Trade School is doing ~ood 
work alon~ this line with no attempt at classification, 
but lettin~ the pupil's ability determine his place 
in life. This schoJl teaches the students in the 
Painting Department the followin~ in connection with 
the MathemQtics of the trade: 
1. Liquid Measure 
2. Mensuration 
3. Linear and Square Megs ure 
4. Square Hoot 
5. Proportion 
The head of the Paintin~ Department reported 
that the msst of this was taut<ht in the class of .~eneral 
mathematics where no particular references were ma de 
to pa.intinp;. 
A thorough acquaintance with the fundamental 
• 
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· processes is essential. Li quid ~easure woul~ include 
problems such as how many quarte. in one gallon , six 
ua llons, etc. This would of necessity be very 
elementary work. 
Mensuration would include the usual problems 
of areas of surfaces. particulArly the rectan~le, 
triangle, and circle. Linear and square measure 
should be taught in connection with mensuration. 
The value of square root is highly questiona ble. 
It was mentioned only once in all data gathered. It 
might be used in finding the length of an inaccessible 
gable-end where only the width and height could be 
conveniently measured. This is verv unusual, however, 
and most contractors depend upon jud~ment built up by 
experience rather than by complicated mathematical 
formula. In fact. ujudgment is m:::>re impe>rtant than 
figures in paintinp; industry".l 
Generalizations: 
1. Very little ms thematics are needed for a 
1. Mr. Enp:; land 
Boston Trade Scho:::>l 
.. 
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boy to become a ru ccessful painter. 
2. Pa intin~ has not been tau~ht long in 
Trade Schools. (Two new schools opened 
in 1927-1928) 
3. No cor r elation of subject matter. 
4. No conBensus of opinion as to what 
should be taught. 
5. Very few available text-books in this 
field. 
Th e data obtained on t,.he mathema tics required 
check ~ as follows: 
School 1 Related' Formuia"'Areas' Prooor-1 Square 1 Es:t;i- '~~R~~!s No. 1 Work 1 1 , tlOn 1 Root 1 rna n,_. l 
1--- None 
T----r 
3 
4 
5 
6 
- 7 
8 
I I 
I 
-----
None 
None ' 
None 1 
* 
* 
* 
I .:< 
* 
~ 
I 
I 
-------
* * 
I I 
i 
• * * * * 
~i-
* * * 
-
·-
• 
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One school had a very elaborate program of 
required mathematics covering a period of two years. 
In this school, the pupil must be at least 
sixteen years of a~e and ha ve the equivalent of 
six-grade education as a minimum. 
The course of applied mathematics outlines as 
follows: 
First Year 
la (First Term)--Arithrnetic. Fractions, decimals, 
~quares and square root, cubes, areas. volumes. 
Percenta~e. proportion, disco unt. En~lish and 
metric systems of wei~hts and measure. 
lb ( Sec ond Term)--Elementary p;eometry. Chiefly the 
measurement of an~les. chords, and arcs; areas of 
triangl e s, rectan~les, circles, and irregular 
fi gures; cubic contents of tanks, bins, cylinders, 
c ones. and other bodies. · 
lc (Third Term)--Algebraic formulae. Simple fundamental 
processes i nvolvinp: one or two unknown quantities 
so far as these are neceseary in the handlinp; of 
formulae commcmly found in handboo ks and books of 
reference for tradeworkers or in the s Jlution of 
useful ~eometrical problems. 
Second Year 
2a (First Term)- -Elements of plane trigonometr y . 
Simple problems involvin~ the measurement of an~l e s. 
slopes. oblique forces , wind nressures, resultant of 
forces. inaccessible hei.a:hts, distances, etc • 
• 
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· 2b (Second Term)--Mechanics. Problems inv.olv i ng 
the laws of the lever, wheel and · axle, inclined olane, 
screw, wedge, etc. · e xnans i~n a nd contraction of 
solids, liquids, and gases; water pres sures; horse-
p owe r of pumps and en~ines. friction. etc. (In 
connection with work in a9plied sc i ence.) · 
2c (Third Term)--Building Trades--Area s of various 
shapes a nd sizes. 
The data obta ined from pa inters and contra ctors 
by the .questionaire method tabul ate ! as follows: 
MathemRtics needed by a master painter 
(contractor) 
Addition Frequency 
1. Keepin~ tlme of help--- -- ---------------- ··- 5 
2. Figuring amount of paint used --------------5 
3. Estimatin~ height of bu l lding--------------5 
4. Estimating total cost----------------------4 
5. Fi~uring overhead--------------------------1 
6. General bankin~------------------~---------~ 
Subtraction 
1. Fi guring los ses------- --------~------------5 . 
2. Paint returned------ - ----------------------5 
• 
• 
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·3. Am ount of stock used-----------------5 
4. Time lost--illness, weather, etc.----3 
5. Figuring profit----------------------4 
Multiplication 
1. Area ~f s urface------- - --------------5 
2. Estimatin~ amount of pa int needed----5 
3Day 3 require d to do the job-------------5 
4Total cost------------------------------5 
5. Insurance--Compensation--Liability----1 
6. Number yds. can be done in 8 hours----1 
7. linear fe et can be done in 8 hrsy-1 
Division 
1. Estimating time required for a part of the crew 
to do a certain job------------------------------4 
2. Alloting profits---------------------------------4 
Many of the · replie s simply stated that the 
contra ctor (me.ster painter) ne eded all the arithmetic 
he could learn. Wh ile this statement is far-fetched, 
it ~nd icates a consensus of opinion that arithmetic 
• 
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·is invaluable to those who lead or excell in this 
industry . 
In -striking contrast air:e t he data relative to 
the mathe ma tics needed by the " ordina ry•' painter. 
The fe>ll:::>wing table shows the requirements for a man 
to become a successful painter: 
Addition 
1. Makin~ out t ime slips----------------- - --2 
2. Adding pounds and quarts of paint-- - -----1 
3. Proportioning colors in mixing-----------1 
4. Estimating II " -----------1 
Subtraction 
1. Making out time slips----- ---------------1 
2. Cre ~ it stock returned---- ---------------1 
Deducting losses-------------- - -------------1 
Work to b e left out ------- -----------------1 
Mult i plication 
1. Multiply h~urs of labor by ra te----------1 
2. Prices on different kinds of stock-------1 
• 
• 
~Division 
1. Division of square pards--------~----1 
It will ~e readily seen that t h is is a minimum 
amo tmt of arithmetic, yet fifteen replies were to 
the effect that a man could be a very succes s f ul 
painter without any knowledge of arithmetic. In 
verification of this, one man was fo und doing the 
work of a master pa inter who never finished six 
grades of a grammar school. 
Valuable data w.ere obta ined from Henry B. Kelley, 
Chairma n of the Committee on Trade Schools in Massachu-
sett s . He says: "The c ::msensLlS of opinion is that 
exclusive of the busines ~ a nd boqkkeeping end of 
affairs. there is no ne ed of more than~ ~rammar school 
grade of arithmeti c as the measurement of surfaces 
and ordinary estima ting are t alzen up there". This 
includes the master pa inter , but those wh o ma ke up 
the mas s of jour neymen painters need even much less 
arithmetic. Aome trade schools reported that no 
• 
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~ attention whatever was ~iven to arithmetic. Po s sibly 
this is a little extreme, but then again, just 
notice the number of painters to-day who make no 
use of arithmetic except in reckonin~ their wa~es-­
possibly • 
• PROBLEM 
Mr. Brown wishe s to have his house painted. 
It is a standard tw o~ story house, thirty feet long, 
twenty-fo ur feet in width, and twenty feet high, 
that is to the eaves. The house has a two-pitch 
roof and, therefore, two gable-ends, eight feet hi r.z:h. 
I I 
There are thirty-one full size windows, 6 by 3 , 
and two half-size . windows. The full size windows 
have six panes of glass in the upDer frame and one 
full light in the lower frame. The house is to be 
painted two coats, all white, including the sashes. 
He asks a contractor, Mr. Smith , to ~ive him ·an 
estimate on the job. 
Procedure: 
Mr. Smith, the contractor, first estimates the 
areB of the surface to b e painted. The distance around 
the houRe multiplied by the height to the eaves. ~ives 
the area in square feet. In this case, the distance 
• 
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·aroumd the house is 30+ 30 t 24 t 24 
108 K 20 (height) = 2160. 
ios feet. 
There ar e two gable ends. 1be area of a 
gable is fo und by multiplyin~ the width (at the eaves) 
by ~the height (highest point above eaves, usually 
I 
to the comb). Thus, 24 X~= 96. So there a _e ~6 
square feet in the gable-end. Two ga.ble s :: ,-19:2: square 
feet. Total area.::·.:= 2160 +192 =-2352 square feet. 
I I 
The area of one window is 6 V 3 or 18 square 
feet. There is · the equivalent of thirty-two windows 
of this size so the tot~l area of windows is 32 X 18 = 
576 square feet. Net surface= 2352- 576 = 1776 sq. fre~ 
One ~a llon of paint will cover approximately 
six hundred square feet of surface. 1776 ! 600 = 3 
I 
or three gallons for one coat; six ga llons fo r two 
' 
c oa ts. He allows one extra gallon for the sashes and 
to avoid run.Yling short of paint. This ma kes a. total 
of seven gallons • 
• 
• 
For the f~rst coat, he mi xes 3t gallons of 
1 pa i nt as follows:.· 
50 lbs. wh ite lead-- -- ----------$6.50 
1 gallon pure raw linse ed oil--- 1. 10 
1 gallon pure turpentine--------1 ~ 20 -
i p int pure drier- - --------------.15 
Total l8.95 
For the second coat he mixes 3i gallons of 
paint p,ccord ing to the f ollowing formula: 
50 lbs. white lead-- - - - - - -- - -----$6.50 
2 gallons · pure raw linseed oil-- 2.20 
i pint p ure turpentine----------- .20 
i :P.int pure drier- --------------- .15 
Total $9:0S 
Tota l cost of paint= $8.95 + $9.05 = tlS.oo 
A. crew of3men will need brushes as follows:2 
II 
3------3~ -------@ $ 2. 00 ? $6.00 
3-----sash brushes @ 35~ = 1.05 
1 ·-lb. - puttj for windows @10¢ .10 
Total $7:15 
Tota l cost of stock= $18 .00 + $7.15 
1. Page 22. 
2 . New bru shes are profitable e xcept on 
old or rou~h ;NJrk. 
• 
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Labor 
There are no rules for figuring labor costs. 
There are too many factors involved. However, an 
. 1 
approximation may be made as follows: 
One man can average to paint 250 square feet 
in a day where the surface is good and there are n o 
windows or trimmings to bother. So Mr. Smith fia:ures 
that the plain surface of the house can be painted 
by one ma n in approximately eight days. 
1776 ! 250 ~ 8- or 8 days. 
I 
He estimated that it will take one hour for each 
f.wll window, or for the 32 windows, 32 hours or 4 days. 
If costs Mr~ Smith one dollar an hour for a 
painte r so he easily figures that the t Gtal number of 
hours wou l d be 12 days X 8 hours= 96 hours, or a cost 
of $ 96 for labor. 
Total cost of stock, $25.15 plus cost of l abo r, 
$96.00 = $121.15. 
On a job of this size a contractor usually allows 
1. See page 45 • 
-fifteen or twenty dollars extra for use of 
ladders and losses due to rain etc., so he tells 
Mr. Smith that he will do the whole job for 
$140.00 
The procedure outlined above is accurate, 
but as stated previously in this study. no one 
should attempt to estimate the cost of painting 
a house on a basis of the fi gures g iven in the 
fore going problem. The r e are t oo many variables 
such as rain, sta~ings, labor, surl.ace, etc., to 
make plain figures reliable. 
• 
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Method of Study 
Over four hundred letters were written in 
making this study wh ich includes data fr:>m every 
sta te in the United States. Besides the correspond-
ence, hundreds of pa~.e s of printed rna tter were 
8nanyzed and classified according to the plan of 
study. 
The outline of thd.s research is ~iven below: 
Informational. 
1. Data from paintin~ jobs. 
This includes first hand information derived 
from actual paintinp:, conditions and interviews with 
painters. 
2. Data from pa int manufacturers. 
This was a valuable source of information. 
Letters were written to a bo ut fifty of the largest 
and best known paint manufacturers in the country. 
Companies furnishing the more valuable information 
. are included in the bibliography. By a car~ful 
• 
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.selection of material, repetiti~n was avoided 
and information chosen whi r h wa s the most clearly 
s nd accurately stated. 
3. Data from paint publications. 
Such material constituted a valuable part 
of the information in this study and includes 
magazines, gobernment bulletins, state vocational 
department studies and outlines, research pu blications 
made by manufacturers, etc. Only that data was 
selected which a pplied definitely to this particular 
phase of informa tion. 
The section of this stud ~ dealin~ with 
vocational mathematics was especially difficult in 
several ways. In the first place, a larp::e amount of 
correspondence was ne cessary to find sources for th~se 
data. and in the second case. there was such a 
divergence of views and opinions on this subject. 
Again, there has been no attempt to standardi 7e such 
information and no o.ne . seems to know what the other 
• 
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fellow is doin.9::. This phase of the research was 
c::mducted on the follow i ng plan: 
1. Opinion of auth orities 
2. Opinion of painters 
3. Trade scho :) l c::mrses 
4. Data from paintinp:, jobs 
Opinion of Authorities 
This includes data obtained by questionaire 
from contractors, also by interviews with men 
engaged in trade schools offerinP: paintinP:. In 
several instances, opinions of experts en~aged by 
larp;e coporati::ms are used in summarizing. 
Opinion of Painters 
This i nformation was also obtained by 
questionaire and interview. One hundred questionaires 
were sent to contractors and p a inters in greater Boston. 
Many personal interviews were made. 
Trade School Courses 
Letters were written to forty-five trade s ch ools 
73. 
in the United States. It was found that~~any of 
t he se scho :J ls offered no courses in paintinp:, as 
such, and no valuable data was obtained from such 
scho ols. References are made only to t h ose schools 
offerin~ definite instruction in this field. 
Data from Paintln~ Jobs 
Such data ,V(f:.'® not only interestin>; but also 
valuable in checkin~ on the various publications 
a nd questi:Jnaires. Practical demonstrations have 
modified the conclusions ~iven in thi s stud y S:J 
that mere theory has been reduc ed toan absolute 
minimum. 
Conclusion: 
1. States ~lvinp:- no course whatsoever in painting---34 
2. States ~ivin~ definite courses available data---- 7 
3. States ~ivin~ courses in paintina of indefinite 
value----- 7 
This includes courses just started in 1928- also 
schools in which w~od-finishin~ is a subordinate part 
of a wood- w orkin~ course. 
74. 
The seven states reportinr~ data of value 
together with the schools are listed as follows: 
1. IndianB--Indianapolis Public Schools. 
2. Iowa--Industrial, Trade, and Part-time 
Schools. 
r .. , . ' .. ·. 
3. Massachusetts--(a)Boston Trade School 
Parker Str eet 
(b)Fall River Public Schools 
Dept. of Vocational Educa tion 
4. Michifean--(a)Detroit Pub lic Schools 
(b)Grand R~pids Public Schools 
5. Missouri--David Rankin Jr. School of 
Mechanical Trades. St. Louis. 
6. New York--Murra y Hill Trade School, N. Y. City. 
7. Virginiu--{a)Harupton Normal& Agricultural 
Institute, Hampton, Va. 
(b) The Miller Manual Labor Scho ~ l 
Albermarle, Va. 
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SUMMARY 
This study has been made primarily for the 
purpo se of placing in a comprehensive form the 
essentials of ordinary house paintin~ in such a 
manner that it may be taught to the boy in school, 
fitting him better for the responsibilities of life. 
This ~4Y has been a step into an unexplored field--
unexpl:::>red as far as the possibilites and teachable 
s:tfbj,e:ct matter are concerned. The material molding 
the t hought of this thesis has been procured lar.~ely 
from primary sources; that · i s, bulletins, periodicals, 
pamphlets. a.nd advertising matter published by various 
paint manufacturing co'mpanies. A handful of truth 
he r e and there ha s made this study possible. 
There is much remainin~ to be done in this 
field, but this is the be~inning of what may become 
important subject rna tter to the student of to-morrow. 
• 
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